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Abstract
A large area pulsed electron beam is produced by a high-voltage barrier
discharge. We compare the properties of the x-rays generated by stopping
this beam of electrons in a thin metal foil with those generated by stopping
the electrons directly in various gases. The generation of x-rays was
investigated in He, Ne and Ar with and without an Al foil in the discharge
chamber. It appears that, for voltages of up to 15 kV used in our
experiments, x-rays are produced by the ‘bremsstrahlung’ mechanism and
that characteristic x-ray radiation does not play an important role. The x-ray
intensity strongly depends on the parameters of the electron beam (electron
energy and current density) and the stopping material properties
(Z-number). The energy of the x-ray photons is comparable to the applied
voltage. The highest obtained energy in the x-ray spectrum depends on the
electron energy (∼10 keV in the investigated case) and the lowest energy is
determined by the transmittance of the output window and the window of
the detector.

1. Introduction

Homogeneous gas discharges working at multi-atmospheric
pressures, as used for example in gas laser technology, require
a reliable and efficient source for gas preionization. One
of the possible solutions is to utilize x-ray radiation as the
preionization source. For a good performance of a high-
pressure gas laser the x-ray source should produce a wide and
homogeneous x-ray beam, which homogeneously preionizes
the entire discharge volume. In addition, the x-ray beam
should create a sufficiently high initial electron density within
the entire discharge volume before the discharge is ignited.
Hard x-ray radiation (hundreds keV or higher) shows only
a low absorption, particularly in gas, and therefore is rather
inefficient for preionization. In comparison, the absorption
coefficient is much larger for soft x-rays, which makes a high
flux of soft x-ray photons very attractive for preionizing high-
pressure gas mixtures.

Usually x-rays are produced by decelerating electrons or
beams of electrons in a stopping medium, most of the time a
medium with a high mass density.

Recently the possibility of generating a broad electron
beam in an open barrier discharge has been reported [1, 2].
The advantages of this type of electron beam generation are that
the generated electrons are fast, with an energy approximately
equal to the discharge voltage, and that the energy efficiency of
the e-beam generation is as high as 90% [3]. Other advantages
are that such discharges are very stable, with a high shot-to-
shot reproducibility, although the area of the produced beam
is rather large (10–100 cm2). The open barrier discharge is
a modification of the so-called ‘open’ discharge, proposed
in the early 1980s by the group of Bokhan and thoroughly
investigated until now, e.g. see the recent publications [4, 5].
A typical open discharge unit includes a plane metal cathode
and a plane perforated metal anode (usually a mesh), separated
by a narrow (∼1 mm) gas gap, and a field-free drift space
behind the anode. In the open barrier discharge the cathode
is made of a dielectric material. This modification improves
the discharge stability at high current density. However, the
electron acceleration in the open barrier discharge is achieved
by means of the so-called ‘runaway’ effect, as well as in the
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Figure 1. The experimental setup. 1: dielectric cathode, 2: metal
anode grid, 3: discharge chamber, 4: Kapton output window, 5: Al
target, 6: scintillator, 7: photomultiplier, 8: Al input window, 9: Al
attenuator, 10: triggering unit, 11: high-voltage power supply,
12: oscilloscope, 13: current transformer.

usual open discharge. An overview on this runaway effect is
presented in [6].

In the present paper, we report on an investigation of
x-ray generation by means of this kind of fast electron beams
in specific gases and metals. The x-ray generation has been
observed by stopping the beam electrons both directly in a gas
and in a metal target placed in the e-beam. The dependence
of the x-ray intensity on gas pressure and charging voltage has
been investigated in helium, neon and argon discharges. It
has been found that the observed x-rays is not characteristic
radiation but bremsstrahlung radiation.

2. Experimental setup

The main features and electrical properties of the open
barrier discharge with a dielectric cathode and a perforated
metal anode are described in [1]. Further investigations led
to an improved setup described in [2]. Except for small
modifications all the experiments presented in this report were
made with this setup.

The setup is shown schematically in figure 1. The main
part of the electron beam generator is a dielectric cylinder
(1) with a diameter of 5.3 cm and a thickness of 2.15 cm made
of ceramic with a high dielectric constant (ε ∼ 4300). For
these parameters, the specific capacitance of the dielectric
is ∼0.17 nF cm−2, while its breakdown voltage is ∼30 kV.
A metallic electrode is fixed on the rear side of the dielectric.
The diameter of the active area of the dielectric cathode is
41 mm. A metal grid (2) of 41 mm diameter is placed 3 mm
apart from the cathode and held by a metal ring. The metal ring
and the metal grid serve as a composed anode. An Al foil (5)
with a thickness of ∼13 µm and a diameter of 38 mm could be
fixed inside the discharge chamber by a metal ring 17 mm apart
from the grid. This foil then serves as the target to stop fast
electrons and to generate x-rays. Both the anode and the foil are
grounded in this case. For experiments aiming at generating
x-rays directly in the gas, the Al foil is removed. The whole
discharge setup is encapsulated in a discharge chamber (3)
made of a glass tube 0.5 m long. The output window (4)
with a diameter of 1 cm is made of a 0.1 mm thick Kapton
foil. Several pieces of Al foil (9), ∼1 cm in diameter, placed
3 mm behind the output window, serve as variable attenuator
for x-rays during the experiments.

The dielectric also serves as the energy storage capacitor
and is charged by a Hipotronics R50B high-voltage power
supply (11) through a 10 M� resistor. A TGI1 1000/25

thyratron in the triggering unit (10) is used to trigger the
discharge.

A photomultiplier Philips 56AVP (7) attached with a piece
of scintillating plastic NE102 (6) is used as an x-ray detector.
The scintillator is placed in a special box with an input window
(8) of diameter ∼1 cm made out of 13 µm thick Al foil to
prevent illumination of the photomultiplier by ambient light or
by light from the discharge.

A Rogovski coil Pearson Electronics Inc. (13) (model
110, 0.1 V/A) is used to measure the current waveforms.
The current waveforms as well as the x-ray signals detected
by the photomultiplier are captured by a digital oscilloscope
Tektronix TDS 640A (12).

The x-ray signal amplitude depended on the photomulti-
plier amplification coefficient governed by the supply voltage.
In order to minimize the experimental error in the x-ray inten-
sity measurements, the amplification of the photomultiplier in
every experiment was chosen such that the signal amplitude
is much higher than the noise level but well below the satura-
tion level. The effective amplification for the photomultiplier
varies for all figures 3–9, but it is the same in each individual
figure. Thus the curves in the same figure can be directly com-
pared. The experimental error in the measured amplification
coefficient as well as in the x-ray signal amplitude fluctuation
is given by the error bars in all the figures.

The generation of x-rays was investigated in He, Ne and
Ar with and without an Al foil in the discharge chamber. The
discharge chamber was filled with a fresh gas before each new
series of experiments on a particular gas or gas pressure. The
electron beam device can be operated at a repetition rate of up
to several kHz but usually a repetition rate of about 1 Hz was
used in our experiments.

3. Experimental results

The plastic scintillator NE102 is originally designed for
maximum efficiency and linearity in the MeV-range (∼1.2 ×
104 photons MeV−1). We decided to use this scintillator also
in the keV-range, although here the efficiency is much lower
and the linearity is not specified. The reason is the fast rise
and fall time of the scintillator (specified as 0.9 and 2.6 ns,
respectively). The response time of the photomultiplier was
measured (with short light pulses from a red emitting LED) to
be ∼5 ns. The measurement of x-ray pulses was performed
using the 100 MHz bandwidth setting of the oscilloscope. This
results in uni-polar (negative voltage) signal pulses from the
photomultiplier as shown in figure 2, with a temporal width
of ∼13 ns (FWHM), for a discharge in Ar at a pressure of
4 mbar without Al foil in the discharge chamber. The shape
and the half-width of the x-ray pulse waveform are almost
independent of the charging voltage, type of gas used and the
way the x-rays are generated, either in a gas or in an Al target.
However, the signal amplitude and the delay of the x-ray signal
with regard to the discharge current and voltage depend on the
above mentioned parameters.

First the x-ray signal, produced in a discharge in He
without an Al foil in the chamber, was measured as a function
of the discharge voltage at three different gas pressures. The
measured dependence of the detected x-ray signal on the
discharge voltage is shown in figure 3, where the gas pressure
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Figure 2. Typical waveform of the x-ray signal detected by the
photomultiplier. Discharge in Ar at pressure 4 mbar. Charging
voltage is 15 kV. The x-rays are produced in Ar without an Al foil
inside the discharge chamber.

Figure 3. Dependence of the x-ray signal, generated in the discharge
in He without an Al foil placed inside the discharge chamber, on the
discharge voltage. The gas pressure is 25 (1), 20 (2) and 15 mbar (3).

is 25 (1), 20 (2) and 15 mbar (3). It is seen that for our
configuration the x-ray generation has a threshold value at
around 8 kV and increases at higher voltages.

Then we measured the x-ray signals with and without the
Al foil inside the discharge chamber for different gases and
at different pressures. The dependence of the x-ray signal on
the He pressure, with a constant discharge voltage of 15 kV,
is shown in figure 4. In case (1) the electrons were stopped
by the Al foil placed in the discharge chamber, while in case
(2) the x-ray radiation was produced by the deceleration of
electrons in He gas (here the Al foil was removed from the
discharge chamber). At a pressure higher than 10 mbar both
the curves show the same behaviour such as a maximum at
about 30 mbar but the x-ray signal without the foil is about
5 times smaller. On the other hand, at pressures below 10 mbar
the x-ray signal without the foil rises and even surpasses the
signal obtained with foil (at a few mbar). We believe that
this is due to x-rays generated by the stopping of electrons in
the walls of the chamber. When the gas pressure decreases
the mean free path and thus the penetration depth of the fast

Figure 4. Dependence of the x-ray signal amplitude on He pressure.
The charging voltage is 15 kV. 1: with Al foil inside the discharge
chamber, 2: without Al foil.

Figure 5. Dependence of the x-ray signal amplitude on Ne pressure.
Charging voltage is 15 kV. 1: with Al foil inside the discharge
chamber, 2: without Al foil.

electrons in the gas increases, as is seen from the visible glow
of the gas excited by fast electrons. At low gas pressure the
visible glow of the gas occupies a larger volume up to almost
the entire volume of the chamber. Hence more fast electrons
are scattered towards the wall of the chamber causing x-ray
generation.

For the discharges in Ne the same experiments led to
different results as shown in figure 5. In case (1) the electrons
were stopped by the Al foil placed in the discharge chamber
(see figure 1) and in case (2) the x-ray radiation was produced
by the deceleration of electrons in Ne. The charging voltage
was 15 kV. In both cases the signal amplitudes are almost equal,
over the entire observed pressure range. The maximum x-ray
signal was observed at a gas pressure of ∼5 mbar in both cases.

For comparing the x-ray generation in the Al foil with
different types of gases, we recorded the pressure dependence
for He (trace 1), Ne (2) and Ar (3) (see figure 6). We note
that the maximum x-ray signal is almost the same in all
the gases; however, the gas pressure of the maximum x-ray
signal decreases with increasing atomic weight of the gas.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the x-ray signal amplitude generated in Al
foil target on gas pressure. Charging voltage is 15 kV. 1: He, 2: Ne,
3: Ar.

Figure 7. Dependence of the x-ray signal amplitude generated in
gases without an Al foil target on gas pressure. Charging voltage is
15 kV. 1: He, 2: Ne, 3: Ar.

Specifically, in He the maximum x-ray signal is observed at a
pressure of∼25 mbar, in Ne at∼5 mbar and in Ar at∼2.5 mbar.
We believe that this observation of equal maximum signal
is due to, on the one hand, the same charging voltage and,
on the other hand, the use of the same stopping material for
the generated electrons, namely the Al foil, for all the three
experiments.

Next we compared the x-ray generation directly in the
gas (the Al foil was removed) for the same three gases (see
figure 7). The three curves shown in the figure correspond to
He (trace 1), Ne (2) and Ar (3). Again it can be seen that the
gas pressure at which the maximum x-ray signal is observed
decreases with increasing atomic weight of the gas. Again, in
He the maximum x-ray signal is observed at ∼25 mbar, in Ne
at ∼5 mbar and in Ar at ∼2.5 mbar. However, the maximum
x-ray generation is observed in Ar while He shows the least
efficient conversion of e-beam energy into x-ray radiation. In
figure 7 there is no increase in the x-ray signal in He (1) plotted
at a gas pressure below 10 mbar, as shown in figure 4 (curve 2),

Figure 8. Attenuation curve of the x-ray signal generated in the Al
foil target. Discharge in He at p = 40 (1) and 20 mbar (2), charging
voltage 15 kV.

because we did not perform measurements in this region for
this particular set of measurements.

For a preliminary estimation of the mean photon energy
of the generated x-rays we measured the attenuation of the
x-rays through an increasing number of Al foils. For a
monochromatic beam the attenuation increases exponentially
with the number of foils. The rate of this exponential increase is
determined by the mass absorption coefficient, which depends
on the photon energy. For a non-monochromatic spectrum the
total attenuation is the sum of the attenuation coefficients of
all components of the spectrum.

Two examples of measured attenuation curves are shown
in figure 8. The x-rays were produced with a charging voltage
of 15 kV, and a He pressure of 40 mbar (lower trace) and with
20 mbar (upper trace). As will be discussed later, we observe
only the high-energy part of the bremsstrahlung spectrum
(several keV wide) in our experiments. These photons can be
produced only by high-energy electrons with an energy close
to the maximal energy, and one can expect that the maximum
electron energy should decrease monotonically with rising
pressure (when the charging voltage is held constant). This
can be seen in figure 8. It corresponds to a mean x-ray photon
energy of ∼4 keV in 40 mbar He and 6 keV in a He pressure of
20 mbar. Further experiments and a more detailed analysis of
the attenuation curves are required for a better estimation of the
x-ray spectrum. The preliminary results show, however, that
x-ray photons are generated with an energy that is comparable
to the charging voltage multiplied with the electron charge.

4. Discussion of the results

It is well known that low energetic x-rays can originate from
characteristic or bremsstrahlung radiation. In the following
paragraph it will be argued that the x-rays produced in our
device do not consist of characteristic radiation. The 0.1 mm
Kapton foil output window, the open air gap between the
discharge chamber and the photomultiplier housing with the
Al foil used as the input filter to the photomultiplier housing
provide a certain cut-off photon energy, Emin, only above which
x-ray photons reach the scintillator and are detectable. For an
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estimation of Emin, we took the mass absorption coefficients
of Al and air provided by Hubbell and Seltzer in the NIST
database [7]. For the Kapton foil we used the data from [7]
for similar kinds of plastics, as the exact absorption coefficient
of the used foil was not known. From this we calculated that
all x-ray photons in the 1 keV region are absorbed on the path
to the detector, more than 96% of the photons in the 3 keV-
range, while for photons with a photon energy of 5 keV only
∼40% is absorbed. This yields a value for the cut-off energy
of Emin ∼ 3.5 keV. This is to be compared with the energy of
the characteristic Kα lines of Ar (2.96 keV), Ne (0.849 keV)
and Al (1.49 keV) [8], which all have a lower energy than the
estimated cut-off energy. Also characteristic radiation of He
by decay to the ground state can be excluded because in our
experiment the probability of ionization from the inner shell of
the excited 1s2s state is rather low, and also because here the
photon energy is low compared with the cut-off energy. Thus,
although characteristic radiation is produced either in the gas or
in the Al target, however, it is too soft to leave the chamber and
it is absorbed by the Kapton output window almost entirely.

In contrast, bremsstrahlung shows a continuous spectrum
reaching up to the maximum electron energy in the e-beam.
What can be detected with our setup is thus the fraction of
the high-energy tail of the bremsstrahlung spectrum, extending
from Emin to the maximum electron energy, which is a few keV
wide. From experimental data [9] and theoretical estimations
[10, 11] based on the Kramers cross-section [12] it can be
expected that in our experiments, where the narrow high-
energy part of the bremsstrahlung x-ray radiation from a thick
target is observed, the x-ray signal should increase with the
energy of the electrons, E, and the atomic number, Z, of
the stopping medium. Additionally, the signal should be
proportional to the electron flux and thus to the electron beam
current density J .

An important issue is the dependence of the upper limit
of the x-ray photon energy on the e-beam parameters. The
upper limit of kinetic energy for electrons in the beam is related
but not equal to the charging voltage. Rather, the maximum
accelerating voltage (potential difference between the cathode
and the anode) corresponds to the breakdown voltage of the
gas. In figure 3 of [2] it is shown that for any fixed gas
pressure the breakdown voltage increases with the charging
voltage, but for any fixed charging voltage the breakdown
voltage decreases with a pressure increase. This is due to the
pulsed mode operation where the non-zero discharge formation
time allows a very high voltage over the discharge gap provided
it can be applied in a time shorter than the discharge formation
time. In fact, most of the fast electrons are produced in the
cathode sheath, where the accelerating voltage differs from the
breakdown one. However, the breakdown voltage determines
the maximum available kinetic energy of the electrons as well
as it affects the average energy of them.

The current density of the e-beam depends on the gas
pressure and the charging voltage, as has been reported in
[2] and figure 4 therein. Specifically, for any fixed gas
pressure a higher charging voltage leads to a higher e-beam
current density. For any fixed charging voltage the e-beam
current density increases up to a certain maximum and then
decreases with the pressure. This observation, and the
pressure dependence of the electron energy described above,

is consistent with the pressure dependence of the x-ray signal
measured here (figures 4–7) and qualitatively explains the
increase in the observed x-ray signal with increasing charging
voltage (see figure 3). It also indicates that our system can be
improved considerably by applying a high-voltage pulse with
a rise time in the order of nanoseconds.

Another observation mentioned above is that the produced
x-ray signal is higher in a stopping medium with a higher
Z under otherwise equal conditions. The electron stopping
power in Al is much higher than the stopping power of rarified
matter (e.g. gases at moderate pressure). In our experiments
the penetration depth of fast electrons in the used gases, under
the conditions where the maximum x-ray signal is observed, is
much higher than the gap between the mesh anode and the Al
foil target. Correspondingly, one can neglect the energy loss of
the e-beam in front of the Al target such that almost all energy of
the e-beam is dissipated in the Al target. The maximum x-ray
signal generated with the Al target in the discharge chamber is
the same, irrespective of the gas that is used (see figure 6), but
this maximum x-ray signal is observed at lower pressure for a
heavier gas. From this we can conclude that the same e-beam
parameters (current density and electron energy) occur in the
discharges with He, Ne and Ar, however, at lower pressure for
the heavier gas. This explains why the maximum x-ray signal
produced directly in gases, i.e., without Al target (figures 4, 5
and 7), is observed at lower pressure for the heavier gas as well.
The observed difference in the maximal x-ray signal amplitude
from electron deceleration in the Al target and in He, Ne and Ar
(figures 4–7) can be explained by the difference in the atomic
numberZ of the media. With aZ-number for He of 2 the lowest
x-ray signal is produced directly in He without Al target. The
Z-number of Al is 13 and the x-ray signal observed is higher
under the same conditions (figure 4). Ne and Al have close Z-
number values (10 and 13 correspondingly) and the observed
signal is almost the same (see figure 5). It is expected that for
Al the signal should be stronger because of a higher Z, but
we see only a slightly smaller signal. This can be explained
by the geometry of the generation scheme. When electrons
are stopped by the Al foil, the x-ray radiation comes from one
thin plane. When the electrons are stopped by Ne (no foil), the
radiation source is distributed along the path of the electrons in
the gas. The windows (4 and 8 in figure 1) form a narrow solid
angle for the observation and determine the amount of radiation
detected. So for a distributed source of radiation (without the
Al foil) the ‘effective’ solid angle is larger. Thus the largest
signal is observed when x-rays are generated directly in Ar
(Z = 18) without Al target.

If one normalizes the data of figure 7 to the Z numbers
of He (Z = 2), Ne (Z = 10) and Ar (Z = 18) and makes a
graph with p × Z (the electron energy loss: Bethe’s formula
[13] dE/dx ∼ n × Z ∼ p × Z) and the x-ray signal/Z as
coordinates, we expect that all the three curves should coincide.
The result of this normalization is shown in figure 9. The curves
for Ne (2) and Ar (3) coincide quite well, taking into account
the error bars and quantitative nature of these assumptions.
However, for He (1) the resulting curve for the maximum
signal/Z value is a bit higher than expected.

From our measurements we can conclude that a higher
charging voltage will produce a more intense x-ray beam and
also the upper energy limit of the generated x-ray photons
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Figure 9. Dependence of the normalized x-ray signal amplitude
generated in gases without an Al foil target on the normalized gas
pressure. Charging voltage is 15 kV. 1: He, 2: Ne, 3: Ar.

increase with the applied voltage. We have argued before that
by using a voltage pulse with a much shorter rise time it should
be possible to apply a significantly higher voltage over the same
discharge gap. In our experiments the rise time of the voltage
pulse was ∼80 ns, so by decreasing the voltage rise time in our
device to the ns level we expect to generate electrons with a
kinetic energy in the order of 50–100 keV. For preionization
of the active volume of multi-atmospheric gas (excimer) lasers
x-ray radiation must penetrate the laser chamber through a foil
capable of withstanding a pressure difference of several bars.
It implies that the energy of the x-ray photons should be in
the order of 50–100 keV. It is expected that by the proposed
modification not only the electron (and thus x-ray photon)
energy but also the current density will increase significantly
at higher operating voltages.

5. Conclusion

In this work we report about a stable, reliable, reproducible
and simple soft x-ray source. It has been shown that a
fast electron beam produced in an open barrier discharge
generates x-ray radiation due to the bremsstrahlung process.
The device is able to operate at a high repetition rate
of up to several kHz. The production of bremsstrahlung
occurs when fast electrons are stopped by a metal target
or directly in a gas. The x-ray intensity strongly depends
on the parameters of the electron beam (electron energy
and current density) and the stopping material properties
(Z-number). It appears that the energy of the x-ray photons
is comparable to the applied discharge voltage. The highest
obtained energy in the x-ray spectrum depends on the electron

energy (∼10 keV in the investigated case) and the lowest
energy is determined by the transmittance of the output window
and the window of the detector.

In [1,2] it was concluded that fast electrons are generated
in a high-voltage barrier discharge. This conclusion was made
from the observation of the glow of the gas, excited by the
beam of electrons, and from the estimation of the electron
penetration depth in the gas, based on the gas glow. In [2] the
electron beam current density and in [3] the extremely high
energy efficiency of the e-beam generation (∼90%) in this type
of open barrier discharge were measured, but no information
on the electron energy in the beam was given. In this paper
the generation of soft x-rays during the deceleration of the
e-beam finally proves the presence of fast electrons (∼10 keV)
produced in this high-voltage barrier discharge. By applying
a 50–100 kV voltage pulse with a much shorter rise time we
expect a considerable enhancement of electron beam intensity
with a kinetic energy for the electrons of 50–100 keV. Such a
source is extremely well suited as a preionization source for
high-pressure gas lasers.
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